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Camphor. The trees were much sought after in the past by the
Chinese and great havoc was committed, for to procure the
camphor the tree must be felled and cut up. The production is
to-day a valuable government monopoly and Formosa is by far
the largest, and almost the only, producer* The revenue accruing
to the Government from the Camphor industry is about
,£300,000 per annum. The trees grow to great size and a good
specimen will produce as much as £500 worth of gum and oil.
The rough products are extracted in the forest itself to be carried
to the central factory at Taihoku, where the camphor crystals—
" Flower of camphor "—are distilled and prepared for export,
This lucrative trade has tempted many Chinese to penetrate
rashly into the forest and numbers have lost their heads to the
raiding aborigines and their grinning skulls still decorate the
remote abodes of the wild tribesmen.
From Ari I returned to the plains again.    There are only
third-class carriages on the train—long narrow compartments in
which the travellers sit face to face, their knees almost meeting
down the centre of the car.   The passengers were, as might be
expected, a mixed lot.   There was a Japanese official, dapper and
sallow, in plus-fours and a civil uniform cap.    At every station
the official world was drawn up to meet him but he seldom
alighted.   From the window he bowed in return to their profuse
salutations, flourishing a bundle of papers in one hand while he
conveyed bananas to his mouth with the other, for at every
station he was presented with a basket of fruit.   He gave many
orders.   The right to give orders is the height of the ambition
of a Japanese.    My interpreter whispered to me, " He is evi-
dently very important, a famous man.   Hear how many orders
he gives 1     My God,  how many orders he gives 1 "    The
functionary spoke a little English and was full of information.
He knew the exact altitude of every station above the level of the
sea, above the last station, and above the river bed.    While
he filled himself with bananas he filled me with figures—from
the number of victims of railway accidents on the line—and in
the early days they were many—to the revenue produced by the
station fruit stalls.   The only fact that failed to interest him was
the gorgeous panorama of surpassingly beautiful scenery that
met our eyes.   To him a precipice was only a possible landslide.
Most of our fellow passengers were Formosans, big sturdy men
as a rule, a little shy, with more than a grain of humour, watching
. the rarely seen foreigner with interest and amusement and talking

